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Designing sustainable systems is challenging since economic, environmental and social factors must be considered. It is particularly hard when heavy interaction with humans take place. The smart home is an example: it is finalized to increase the comfort of dwellings and optimize the devices’ behaviour as well as the consumed resources in relation to the users’ habits. Elderly represent a special category of users characterized by specific needs: therefore, the design of a smart home is particularly critical since elderly require support in their everyday activities, control of their own lifestyle monitoring, and consciousness about the devices’ behaviours. As a consequence, smart home are usually complicated, expensive and not suitable for elderly. This paper defines a methodology to design sustainable smart home systems for elderly. An intelligent network monitoring the users’ wellbeing and assuring a controlled use of objects and resources is defined and verified on a case study.
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1 Introduction

Although numerous research works addressed sustainability issues and many enterprises focused their business on sustainability, developing sustainable systems is still challenging because of the broad range of economic, environmental and social factors that need to be considered across system lifecycle. Alternative definitions of sustainability abound, but for system design purposes the following definition can be provided: “a product, process, or service contributes to sustainability if it constrains environmental resource consumption and waste generation to an acceptable level [32] and, at the same time, supports the satisfaction of important human needs and provides enduring economic value to the business enterprise [3]”. In this context, the home represents a special system and got our attention for two main reasons: firstly, the residential sector has been proved to be one of the most energy-intensive [6]; secondly research focuses on smart device connectivity and information management [23], but they lack of a real user-centred perspective. As a consequence, there is still much to do in terms of sustainability.

As far as smart home system sustainability is concerned, a smart home should be designed according to not only the devices’ technological features, but also the needs and skills of home dwellings [28]. Indeed, the majority of the existing systems are usually strongly technology-oriented and focused on the single subsystem potentialities [10]. Consequently they usually focus on the implementation of a specific technology instead of the achievement of the expected benefits for the final users. However, the diffusion of intelligent objects also in private homes makes numerous smart devices available at low cost and enables new functionalities to achieve sustainability. Indeed, the adoption of such objects easily allows monitoring the home environment and the behaviour of its dwellings as well as controlling and supporting the devices’ performance. Under these circumstances, the adoption of an interoperable network of smart objects can be exploited to benefit on sustainability in terms of devices’ resources control, cost reduction and higher user satisfaction [17].
The notion of Smart Object (SO) describes technology-enhanced everyday objects or devices, which are equipped with sensors, memory and communication capabilities [16]. Hence, they are able to capture information about their surroundings, communicate with each other, react according to previously defined rules and act according to predefined rules on behalf of the user needs [47]. Through the capability to interact with humans directly, they can support users to accomplish their tasks in an intuitive way, monitor the users’ state and actions as well as control home performances as well as resources consumption [7].

The concept of Smart Home System (SHS) arises when different SOs are connected to the same network and exchange information each other [45]. A SHS has been defined as a special place where different devices are interconnected to allow the users improving safety, comfort and quality of life, saving energy and reducing the operating costs [39]. As a consequence, it implies creating a distributed network with many entities working together and managing the interrelations between different sub-systems (i.e. home automation, digital entertainment, assistive computing, healthcare, surveillance, energy management). Hence the smart home is a special house that allows highly advanced automatism for controlling and monitoring their functions (e.g. lighting, temperature control, multi-media, security, window and door operations, etc.).

As a result, a SHS made up of a set of SOs can support people in acting and living within their environment through their smart objects, and can control and monitor the users’ behaviours and conditions thanks to communication and interoperability functions. In a broader sense SOs can be considered as assistive technologies since they can offer assistance to fragile users, for instance elderly people, which require support to their independent living and real-time feedback about their conditions, even when they are still active and in good health conditions [14].

The present paper focuses on SHS sustainability for elderly. It means that those technologies must be sustainable in terms of their applicability, costs and performances specifically for older people. In this context the present research proposes a methodology to design sustainable smart home networks able to satisfy the needs of elderly. It exploits a set of correlation matrices to elicit the specific needs of elderly, translate them into functional requirements, and selecting the most proper SOs on the basis of the significant information to be managed to realize the desired functionalities. It finally considers the technological constraints to identify the appropriate sustainability-enhancing network architecture.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview about the available SOs for supporting wellbeing and independent living of elderly and information management in the smart home environment; Section 3 describes the approach and the methodology steps to define a smart home; Section 4 illustrates the case study regarding the definition of a sustainable SHS for elderly in the Marche Region.

2 smart home for elderly

2.1 Challenges in homecare for elderly

Smart home are good candidates for supporting elderly people mainly due to the recent challenges in healthcare. Indeed, the quantity of over-65 people is quickly increasing worldwide. According to the UN’s population projections, today there are around 600 million of people aged 65 or older alive (representing 8% of the total population); such a group will increase up to 1.1 billion people by 2035 (corresponding to 13% of the total population [46]. Meanwhile, more and more elderly are affected by chronic conditions that need long term and on-going healthcare, preferably at home, and this trend will continue more dramatically among fast developing countries [45]. Generally speaking, elderly consumes three times healthcare resources as much as than other groups [34]. From an economic viewpoint, the healthcare sector is under
great pressure due to limited financial resources and manpower resources, lack of qualified doctors, nurses, and home healthcare staffs.

Against this background, there is a growing concern about sustainability. The current healthcare systems deal with mainly short and episodic treatments, like infection treatment by hospitalization. When elderly care moves at home, problems of the current healthcare system relate to poor continuity, lack of interoperability, and knowledge sharing among those care-providers. After seeing the doctor, patients are discharged from hospital, and the hospital normally doesn’t communicate with home health providers. There is no one within the care providers to ensure care at home is appropriate and meshes well with the broader plan of care for that individual [26]. In this context, technological advances in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) related to biomedical technologies have pushed the frontiers of healthcare into home settings until the so-called “homecare” [13]. Using ICT devices, the diagnosis and treatment information can be shared instantly between patients and doctors, nurses, caregivers, as well the patients’ families. During the whole treatment process, information concerning the patients’ symptoms, the treatment solutions applied or the effectiveness of solutions can be shared among different medical establishment. Furthermore, instant communication technology can also combine the control of home devices (i.e. household appliances, personal devices) with biomedical devices, or affect their behaviours on the basis of the users’ conditions monitored by the medical equipment [30]. Such premises open up to the creation of intelligent smart home for an effective and sustainable elderly care.

2.2 Sustainable smart homes for elderly

The modern sustainable thinking considers three main area of interest: environment, economics and social wellbeing [1]. As far as elderly are concerned, the present research assumes that being sustainable means to be: socially advanced by supporting users in executing their tasks, monitoring their actions and status and guaranteeing usability; economically sustainable in terms of both purchasing and operative costs since usually elderly people have limited monetary resources; eco-friendly in terms of reduced use of material and energy resources and limited infrastructural impact.

In the last years, some studies explored the use of SOs for monitoring people lifestyle and supporting independent living [24]. In this context, SOs represent new opportunities for creating intelligent systems by coping with the limited interaction capabilities of users and exploring context information to provide a more natural interaction and tailored features. For instance, a large variety of wearable SOs for activity monitoring and mobility control has been developed [9]; at the same time, telemedicine systems are increasingly widespread [42] and a large amount of SOs can today assures high performances in terms of stability, accuracy and human interaction, and is available at low costs. In literature, several studies reviewed the existing smart technologies and their benefits, barriers, and drivers. Table 1 summarizes the most recent research works in this context; it highlights the type of technologies they refer to and which aspects they mainly pay attention to.

Furthermore, an in-depth analysis of commercial SOs has been conducted focusing on data and functionalities that they are able to provide. As far as elderly people are concerned, four categories have been defined depending of the aspect monitored: vital signs, lifestyle, mobility and falls detection, and domestic environment. The vital signs monitoring category (1) comprises medical devices (e.g. glucometer, sphygmomanometer, etc.) able to check the user’s level of physical functioning (e.g. heart rate, oxygen saturation, ECG, blood pressure, Blood glucose and spirometer values). They usually allow also data storing and sharing, real-time consulting, sending alerts, and other accessory functions. Lifestyle monitoring category (2) involves devices like clothing accessories (e.g. bracelets, pedometers, etc.), personal care products (e.g. scales) and sleep sensors (e.g. bed accessories), able to observe the user’s daily behaviour,
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monitor his/her sleep quality and control his/her activity (i.e. eating habits, hygiene care, physical exercise, etc.). Usually they have associated apps to enhance user’s awareness and encourage the lifestyle improvement by setting goals and providing useful advises. Mobility and falls monitoring category (3) comprises monitoring devices (e.g. video cameras, fall detection systems) able to monitor indoor user mobility, detect possible intrusion or dangerous situations, generate an alert, and help user to stay connected with his/her family and caregivers in order to improve people safety and security. Finally, domestic environment monitoring category (4) refers to sensors able to monitor and control the internal environment by regulating the environmental parameters (e.g. temperature, humidity, water flood, CO2 level).

Table 1 Literary review about smart home for elderly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Research topics</th>
<th>Attention to user needs</th>
<th>Analysis of impact</th>
<th>Interoperability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chan et al [8]</td>
<td>Smart home technologies</td>
<td>YES, elderly / disabled people</td>
<td>Social, Economic</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chan et al [9]</td>
<td>Smart wearable systems for activity and health monitoring</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Social, Economic</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torunski et al [40]</td>
<td>Energy saving systems</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van den Berg et al [42]</td>
<td>Telemedicine systems review</td>
<td>YES, elderly people</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chidzambwa [11]</td>
<td>Social aspects related to the home telecare</td>
<td>YES, generally</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghaffarian Hoseini et al [19]</td>
<td>Smart house</td>
<td>YES, generally</td>
<td>Environmental, Social, Economic</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubashir et al [27]</td>
<td>Fall detection system</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocha et al [33]</td>
<td>Complete ambient assisted living system</td>
<td>YES, elderly people</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowe &amp; Ólaighin [24]</td>
<td>Behaviour monitoring systems</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaikh et al [36]</td>
<td>Intelligent control systems for energy and comfort management</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaudin &amp; Zareipour [5]</td>
<td>Home energy management systems</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subsequently, a survey involving experts from medical and health centres as well as home-care organizations allowed identifying the potential benefits for elderly people due to the adoption of smart home technologies. The survey has pointed out the following key functions:

- Monitoring physiological and biomedical parameters: elderly needs to be monitored frequently about their specific diseases, so their vital parameters have to be acquired and checked to control the user’s physical functioning (e.g. heart and breathing rate, core and skin temperature, blood pressure, blood glucose level);
- Monitoring people behaviour and activity: elderly generally have to follow medical prescriptions and guidelines, so the SOs can control their activities (gait, taking medicines, etc.) with the purpose to detect dangerous situations and potential risks, and can control of their habits (eating habits, hygiene care, physical exercise, etc.)
- Providing medical assistance: elderly can feel more secure and quiet thanks to a direct communication with experts available at home. It can be useful to periodically check-up the health conditions and provide consultations in risky situation
- Supporting sociality: elderly frequently live alone or spend a lot of time alone, so they need assistance in everyday activities and direct relationships with other elderly people, family members as well as caregivers. It helps them to age less and better
- Surveillance and security: elderly people living alone are usually afraid to be hit by thieves and not to receive help in case of danger. Technologies can monitor users’ at home, detect risky situations and generate alert when needed, and monitor the domestic environment conditions (temperature, humidity, CO2 level, etc.)
- Training for a healthy lifestyle: elderly people can be trained to use SOs to improve their quality of life by setting goals and providing best practices
However, while SHS engineering proposed numerous solutions for home building automation and interoperability according to different standards, from Ethernet, to Transport Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) Internet Protocol (IP/IPv6) and syntactic interoperability (OSI model) [2, 22, 29], the definition of private smart houses tailored on satisfy specific users’ requirements is still challenging. It is due to several reasons: on the technological side, the huge quantity of smart objects available, the variety of adopted communication protocols and data model schemas ([8]; on the functional side, the lack of an analytic classification of SOs and smart home functions and the absence of structured methodologies to select SO addressing specific needs. Indeed, although some companies started to care about devices’ remote control [4], real interoperability within a smart home is still far to be implemented due. As a consequence, even if the idea of smart appliances connected within a home network is not new, efficient smart home management has still numerous open issues.

3 Designing a smart home system for elderly

3.1 Research questions and goals

The present research aims at defining a methodology to design a sustainable smart home for elderly according to their specific needs. The main questions are:

- Which information should be managed to support the user needs for the specific context of application?
- Which is the most suitable set of SOs to support the specific user needs?
- Which are the necessary functions to realize by means of the selected SOs?
- How to create the necessary functions? Which is the most appropriate system architecture?
- How to assess the system performances?

In order to answer these questions, the research adopted a Quality Functional Deployment (QFD) approach to define the design of the sustainable SHS. Such an approach adopts a set of Houses of Quality (HoQ) to progressively correlate the most significant aspects at each stage of the analysis [12], starting from the user needs and arriving to the system architecture. Such an approach is strongly user-centred and commonly used to put the users in the centre of the design process. It allows easily correlating needs and available technologies according to a predefined set of drivers. In our case, drivers are represented by sustainability goals in terms of reduced environmental, economic and social impact. Finally, the research approach supports the definition of the best technologies to create a sustainable system in terms of their applicability, costs and performances specifically for elderly.

In this context, applying a structured methodology for technology selection is the starting point to realize an efficient system [31]. For instance, we classify SOs into homogenous classes, identify a set of significant information categories for the specific purposes, and define a proper information management model. Such a model elicits the relations between SOs, information and functions and the rules to be applied by the network intelligence, like in Papetti et al [28].

The approach starts with a deep phase of analysis of user needs and scenarios focused specifically on elderly. Users are involved by participatory design techniques such as brainstorming, workshops and focus groups. At the same time, experts objectify their impressions and feedbacks in order to carry out the QFD analysis. Matrix correlation allows creating a general and flexible model, and contemporary addressing specific tasks. The adoption of QFD technique to explore the user needs and identify the critical design factors has been successfully adopted also by recent researches: for instance, it has been used to define home system architecture in other field by Germani et al [18], to map the functionalities of an ICT-based assistive platform for fragile old users according to their needs by Peruzzini and Germani [30], and to define a patient-centred medical home model by Singh and Lilian [38].
The research goal is overcoming the theoretical perspective adopted by the majority of the research works in this field by adopting a pragmatic methodology able to rigorously handle the information flows among the SOs and map the correlation between SOs and the needs of elderly people. A lot of previous studies focused on energy-related aspects about the smart home. For instance, Beaudin et al [5] analysed different energy models (e.g., consumer well-being, multi-objectivity scheduling, etc.) and established a common baseline for evaluating new models, but is not appropriate to select technologies; differently, Wong and Li, [44] proposed a set of selection criteria with different weightings for the intelligent building systems, but it is too general and not correlated to the user’s needs. Indeed, existing methods mainly focused on specific technological aspects like technical performances, costs or interoperability, without a holistic approach. For instance, Lowe and O’Laighin [24] focused on the devices’ technical characteristics and cost; Chan et al [9] focused on benefits, current barriers, and future perspectives; Van den Berg et al [42] evaluated effectiveness and efficiency of different type of telemedicine interventions, but they only considered the medical aspects. Finally Chidzambwa [11] illustrated the results of a pilot study but it adopted a high-level approach without any quantitative evaluation. An interesting work was carried out by Ted Lour et al [25], which classified the smart home features and explored the users’ perceptions and attitudes toward the smart home system. However, it represents more a guideline for services development rather than a method to select the most proper commercial technologies.

As a conclusion, we see that none of prior studies provided a quantitative evaluation of the SOs performances according to the user’s needs. There is a lack of a quantitative and well-structured methodologies supporting user-oriented devices’ selection and, consequently, user-centred design for smart homes. These are the main open issues that the present paper wants to satisfy.

### 3.2 Research approach

The approach can be summed up in four main steps:

1. **Analysis of the needs of elderly people**: in-depth analysis of the specific context of use and user scenario by means of brainstorming sessions, workshops and focus groups involving both experts and end-users. In particular, users are involved in a set of situations and are asked to express their feelings, impressions, demands and wishes. Experts observe the users and objectify the ideas of users into a set of needs, and finally users are asked to weight such needs according to their personal perspective. The adopted technique for information gathering is ethnography: ethnography is a way to immerse into the user world by observing users into real or simulated situations. This method is very useful for exploring the needs and behaviours of a target population directly in the context or sway opinions about design alternatives. Field observation gives researchers the opportunity to collect a useful plethora of data. Photos, notes, and a pre-defined checklist for guiding the observation are usually used for this purpose [37].

2. **Selection of a set of SOs able to satisfying the specific needs**: identification of those devices able to satisfy the identified needs by two interrelated correlations. Firstly the user needs as highlighted in the previous step (step 1) are correlated with a set of information that has to be managed to satisfy those needs (Matrix 1), and subsequently such information is correlated with a set of SOs (Matrix 2). In order to do that, the classification proposed in section 2.2 is adopted. The four categories of information identified from the analysis of the state of art are considered the reference model; information are then detailed by experts on the basis of the analysis with users (step 1). The first correlation (needs – information) provides a set of weights to be used for SOs’ selection in the second correlation (information – SOs). SOs are finally ranked according to how good they provide and/or manage the information required.

3. **Definition of the Smart Home network architecture**: a set of functionalities is defined according to the identified needs (step 1) and the requirement analysis carried out by experts. Such a correlation allows weighting the functionalities according to the specific needs and, subsequently, functionalities are mapped with needs and a final relative importance is defined for each of them (Matrix 3). After that, functionalities are mapped with the selected SOs (from step 2); according to the analysis of the SOs capabilities, a structured correlation is defines (Matrix 4). Correlation between SOs and functionalities drives the system architecture and expresses the system features.

4. **Evaluation of the smart home performance**: measuring the sustainability performances of the system items in terms of social, economic and environmental impacts. The evaluation is achieved by the correlation between the identify needs (step 1) and selected SO architecture (step 3) to highlight how good the system architecture supports the identified needs. In particular, each SO of the home system is evaluated in terms of generated impacts necessary to execute those activities satisfying each considered need: the impacts are expressed in terms of consumption of energy and other resources (environmental), related costs (economic), user satisfaction and interoperability (social). While environmental and economic aspects are proportionally related to their impacts.
The core of the system is an integration platform that concentrates data from/to different Smart Objects and Smart Services supporting older people in their daily living. The platform should guarantee the openness, flexibility, scalability and interoperability of the system, so it must be open to multiple standards and communication protocols and able to exchange information among them. About Smart Objects, different devices could be included: for user action monitoring like sensorized shoes, bracelets or T-shirts, for assistive purposes like fitness tools or kitchen aids, for home automation like environmental sensors or automatic actuators for furniture. Furthermore, services of telemedicine e learning / training can be included. The system can operate within the Home Area network (HAN) but can also exploits the Internet by a common router and http communication. In this way the system can interoperates with commercial home automation buses like Konnex, Bticino or ModBus, and exchange information with any kind of cloud services by web services. In this context, SOs are able to provide support to elderly by realizing their inner functions but also functions from other system or services thanks to an interoperable information
management environment that can assure functions’ customization and, finally, the smart home sustainability since it allows to control and optimize the resources spent according to the specific user needs and conditions.

As far as research contributions are concerned, the adopted approach represents a step forward the state of art since it pays attention to user-centred aspects as well as sustainability and interoperability, that is not common in smart home system network. Indeed, it allows designing a smart home for elderly taking into account their needs specifically, but also promoting sustainability from the environmental, economic and social perspective. In this way, it merges technology with assistive and medical goals, energy-efficiency and economic sustainability. As a result, the approach is definitely multi-disciplinary in respect with the current approach from smart home, that are more technology-driven.

3.3 The design methodology

In this section the research approach is translated into a structured methodology, which is used to design the sustainable smart home system for elderly. The methodology is described step by step in the following paragraphs. Figure 2 describes more precisely the four method steps and the procedure to move from user analysis to the smart home system architecture and evaluation.

The entire process begins with the analysis of the user scenarios and the investigation of the user needs (Step 1). The analysis of the users’ needs is based on ethnography and is carried out by the combination of different techniques such as brainstorming, interviews, questionnaires, and focus groups. Ethnography consists of the involvement of experts observing users carrying out real activities or simulating them, and objectifying the users’ feelings. After that, experts list a set of needs that are evaluated and weighted by users themselves. This process allows eliciting the most significant needs for the specific target users and weighting them according to their priority and importance by providing a set of weights ($w_i$). Weights express the perceived importance assigned by users to each need according to a 5-points scale (1 - Low and 5 - High).
Step 2 aims at identifying the more appropriate set of SOs to satisfy the users’ needs. It is based on a two-fold correlation: needs – information and information – SOs. Matrix 1 contains the selected needs and their weights, as defined in the previous step, and contains a score \( A_{ij} \) expressing the relevance of each information \( j \) to satisfy each specific need \( i \). It is populated by a team of experts in Cognitive Sciences and Smart Technologies, who assign a 3-classes value \( A_{ij} \) according to the strength of the relationship (9 - Strong, 3 - Medium, 1 - Weak, 0 - No correlation). When Matrix 1 is completed, the absolute importance \( AI_j \) of each type of information can be defined as the sum of all contributions obtained from all considered needs as suggested by (1):

\[
AI_j = \sum_i A_{ij}
\]

(1)

\( AI \) represents the importance of each information typology for the specific context of application investigated. If the needs’ weighting is considered, a relative importance \( RI_j \) can be calculated by multiplying each score \( A_{ij} \) for its corresponding weight \( w_i \) and by summing all contributions for each information typology \( j \) as suggested by (2):

\[
RI_j = \sum_i w_i \cdot A_{ij}
\]

(2)

Information typologies are ranked according to their relative importance in order to highlight which ones better support the needs satisfaction. Now, it is possible to define the weights of the information \( j \) as in (3):

\[
\sigma_j = \frac{RI_j}{\max(RI_1, RI_2, \ldots, RI_j, \ldots)}
\]

(3)

It is worth to notice that also the processing requirements (e.g., data capture frequency, formats, etc.) of such information have to be considered in the definition of the Smart Home network architecture. However, they are not considered in the SOs selection stage because they are not directly linked to the specific parameter but depend on various factors such as the offered service, the product characteristics, the context and the user needs. In order to fulfil Matrix 2, for each SO \( k \) a 3-classes values \( B_{jk} \) is assigned depending on how each SO is able to provide a certain information \( j \). Also in this case, the strength of the relationships depends on the level of satisfaction: for instance, when the SO can properly monitors the information the relation is strong and judge as 9; when the SO needs optional devices the relation is judged as 3; if the SO partially captures the information and provide a limited management (e.g. SO provide data only by smartphone) the relation is judged as 1. When no relationship is evident, a zero value is always assigned. When Matrix 2 is fulfilled, absolute and relative performance \( AP_k \) and \( RP_k \) can be defined for each selected SO. \( RP_k \) considers the weighted sum of all contributions for information as suggested by (4):

\[
RP_k = \sum_j \sigma_j \cdot B_{jk}
\]

(4)

Furthermore, the SOs performances and ratings can be normalized in order to define a set of weights \( \eta_k \) expressing the appropriateness of each SO as suggested by (5):

\[
\eta_k = \frac{RP_k}{\max(RP_1, RP_2, \ldots, RP_k, \ldots)}
\]

(5)

Step 3 follows the same procedure to correlate the smart home functionalities with the users’ needs (Matrix 3) and the SOs (Matrix 4). Matrix 3 expresses the strength of the relation between the need \( i \) and the functionality \( z (F_{iz}) \) according to a 3-classes value (9 - Strong, 3 - Medium, 1 - Weak, 0 - No correlation). Absolute and relative importance values are calculated and a set of weights expressing the importance of the considered functionalities for the specific context of application is defined. Matrix 4 maps the ability of each SO to satisfy a specific functionality \( (S_{ijk}) \) according to a 3-classes value (9 - High, 3 - Medium, 1 - Low, 0 - None). It allows selecting the best set of SOs for the specific purpose and defining the network architecture. When no ability is evident a zero value is always assigned. Matrix 4 uses the weights defined
in Matrix 3 to weight the SO capabilities according to the strategic importance of the functionalities for the specific context of use. Finally, Matrix 4 allows identifying a set of SOs that better satisfy the users’ needs by realizing the most appropriate functionalities. They will be integrated in the smart home network architecture.

Step 3 follows the same procedure to correlate the smart home functionalities with the users’ needs (Matrix 3) and the SOs (Matrix 4). Matrix 3 expresses the strength of the relation between the need \( i \) and the functionality \( z \) \( (F_{iz}) \) according to a 3-classes value (9 - Strong, 3 - Medium, 1 - Weak, 0 - No correlation). Absolute and relative importance values are calculated and a set of weights expressing the importance of the considered functionalities for the specific context of application is defined. Matrix 4 maps the ability of each SO to satisfy a specific functionality \( (S_{zk}) \) according to a 3-classes value (9 - High, 3 - Medium, 1 - Low, 0 - None). It allows selecting the best set of SOs for the specific purpose and defining the network architecture. When no ability is evident a zero value is always assigned. Matrix 4 uses the weights defined in Matrix 3 to weight the SO capabilities according to the strategic importance of the functionalities for the specific context of use. Finally, Matrix 4 allows identifying a set of SOs that better satisfy the users’ needs by realizing the most appropriate functionalities. They will be integrated in the smart home network architecture.

Step 4 concerns the evaluation of the designed smart home system on the basis of the needs’ satisfaction. In particular, it considers how the SOs network supports the users’ needs; it exploits data from Matrix 3 and Matrix 4 as well as the needs’ priority weights from Matrix 1. Indeed, all the functionalities provided by the selected SOs are summarized and a total score is assigned to express the global performance on the basis of needs satisfaction in Matrix 5 (Figure 4). Needs’ priority weights are used to calculate relative satisfaction values. The level of satisfaction \( SS_i \) for each need \( i \) is provided by considering both the information managed and the functionalities provided; after that, it is calculated by summing all the contribution for each row, as in (6):

\[
SS_i = \sum_k w_i \cdot N_{ik}
\]  

Finally, summing \( SS_i \) for all needs provides the network performance indicator \( (NP) \) as in (7).

\[
NP = \sum_i SS_i
\]
In case of joint winners, the balance among the SOs categories and information provided is considered and experts will prefer that SO which assure a more balanced system. The evaluation allows to easily compare the performances achieved by different SHS architecture and/or configuration.

4 The case study

4.1 Elderly living at home

The case study is represented by the design of a smart home to support elderly in independent living in the Marche Region, in Italy. This region is located in the centre of Italy, on the Adriatic coast, and is characterized by one of the oldest population in Italy and in Europe (over-65 population is about 23%); it is mainly organized in small and medium towns distributed on a varied territory, which shortly changes from seaside to countries and mountains. Furthermore, elderly generally live in private houses, 30% of them live with another elder and 15% of them live alone. In the Marche Region we found that almost 80% of over-65s assumes one medicine at least and about 50% is affected by one or more chronic diseases influencing their lifestyle.

In this context, target users are those people aged from 60 to 70 years old, which are in discrete health condition but living alone and following a medical therapy about medicine assumption, diet and lifestyle, so they should live in a controlled way. As a consequence, the smart home to be realized must be targeted
on such user profile with a preventive purpose by controlling users’ behaviours and lifestyle to make people age safely, increase their active lifetime and prevent incidents.

The analysis of the users’ needs have been carried out by exploiting the Delphi technique, which is a widely used and accepted method for encouraging the knowledge sharing among experts and reaching a progressive convergence of their opinions. In particular, sample users were submitted by structured questionnaires to investigate their needs and the quality of the support provided by existent technologies as well as the relative driving forces, benefits and barriers. Considering the research topic, about 50 experts pertaining to medical and health care sector (e.g., general practitioner, specialized medical doctor, health care provider, etc.) have been involved. The variety of the user sample allowed obtaining an overall vision of the context and validating the analysis. The answers to questionnaires have been elaborated during a brainstorming session to define the users’ needs and establish the relative priority (according to a 5-point scale) according to the frequency of similar answers. According to functional objectives the identified needs have been grouped into four classes:

- Monitoring of physiological and environmental parameters
- Monitoring of people actions within the environment
- Communication
- Supporting a correct lifestyle

The classes have been also divided into sub-classes as reported in the following tables. Finally, experts have been involved also in a workshop to validate the need identified and the relative weights, which have been normalized. From the analysis, the most relevant needs for the specific context of use (with 5-value) belong to following classes: physiological parameters, fall detection, assistance, and alert.

4.2 Smart home definition

In order to identify which SOs are more appropriate for the case study, correlation between needs and information available from smart devices is found by brainstorming sessions with experts, during which the relative House of Quality matrix was fulfilled. Information types considered are numerous (more than 100). Figure 5 shows the first part of the resulting matrix, according to the ranking: it considers the most significant parameters (top-20 information types) (i.e. blood glucose level, blood pressure, video information, fall detection data, breathing rate, heart rate, oxygen saturation, skin temperature, etc.) After that, an in-depth analysis of the SOs available on the market has been carried out; over than 200 devices have been considered (including clothes, accessories, medical devices, household appliances) and correlated to the treated information typology as shown in Matrix 2. At this stage the regulatory compliance of products (i.e., certification marks such as CE, UL, FCC, etc.) has been also investigated. Considering the relative importance allowed the best performing devices to be selected as shown in Figure 6. Also in this case, the table shows the most significant SOs (top-20 devices). For the following steps, the top-20 SOs have been selected and deeply investigated. Matrix 2 allows also defining a technological performance indicator for each device (on the last row). According to Matrix 2, a set of SOs is selected. In particular it includes:

- personal care products such as scales (e.g., Libra by Runtastic)
- medical devices such as electrocardiographs, pulse oximeters, sphygmomanometers and glucometers (e.g., Cardio Lab wireless by iHEALTH, Blood Glucose & Pressure Meter TD-3280B by TaiDoc etc.)
- clothes such as T-shirt and elastic bands (e.g., Wearable Wellness System by Smartex, BioHarness™ 3 by Zephyr, Equivital™ TnR etc.)
- accessories such as watches, pedometers and bracelets (e.g., Basis Peak, wActiSleep+ Monitor by ActiGraph, Amigo etc.)
- household appliances such as thermostat and video-cameras (e.g., Nest, CubeSensors, Baby Monitor by Withings etc.)
Figure 6 Correlation between information categories and SOs (Matrix 2) – top-20 Smart Objects for brevity
Figure 5 Correlation between users’ needs and smart home information (Matrix 1) – top-20 information types for brevity

Finally, in order to define the smart home system, the correlation between needs and smart devices functionalities has been firstly mapped in Matrix 3 (Figure 7). It highlights the most important functionalities to be realized, in particular they are: Smart Object interoperability, Data visualization (by remote devices and local displays), Audio/Video communication, Contents customization, Taking medicines monitoring.

At this point, it is possible to define the smart home system architecture by Matrix 4, which expresses the ability of the selected SOs to ensure the most important functionalities (Figure 8) shows the top 20 SOs. Among them, ten SOs have been finally selected scrolling the ranking and passing over the similar products. However, it is possible to select more SOs able to provide the same information increasing the data accuracy and the reliability of the real-time decisions. The selected technologies are: Basis Peak, Equivital™ TnR, Sevenhugs - hugOne, Withings - Smart Activity Tracker, FORA® - DUO ultima D40, Nest.

Figure 7 Mapping between target users’ needs and SOs’ functionalities (Matrix 3)
4.3 Cognitive and social sustainability

About sustainability, in this paper we focused on cognitive and social sustainability that is measured in terms of user needs satisfaction. Indeed, environmental and economic performances can be easily measured respectively by estimating the SOs consumptions and costs, according to traditional methods. Several prior works dealt with such aspects [9, 24]. Contrarily, assessing cognitive and social sustainability for elderly is less obvious and more difficult.

As stated in section 2, the present research assumes that the social dimension of sustainability consist of supporting users in executing their tasks and satisfying their needs. In this context, for a rigorous assessment of cognitive and social aspects, the quantitative evaluation from Matrix 5 is merged with a usability testing.
with sample users. Firstly, Matrix 5 offers a quantitative analysis of the SOs composing the smart home by considering their relevance in respect with target users’ needs for the specific case study, and their performance from technological investigation. It quantitatively expresses how the smart home can satisfy the users’ needs. Higher indicators mean a more sustainable network. Results for the case study are shown in Figure 9. The sum of the total scores in the last row express the global sustainability.

4.4 System usability

Finally, system evaluation is completed by considering the usability perceived by system users. In particular is considered according to its three dimensions (i.e. effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction), and a usability protocol has been defined on the basis of international standards [21, 41]. Effectiveness and efficiency can be measured in relation to the fulfilment of the predefined objectives; they can be measured collecting performance data by objective metrics. Satisfaction is derived from the users’ subjective impression and is measured collecting preference data by subjective metrics through questionnaires and interviews.

The protocol focuses on the assessment of satisfaction that is directly connected to social and cognitive sustainability. In particular, the protocol is structured according to the Rubin’s model (Rubin, 1994) and consists of six main phases:

- Definition of the objectives of the tests: first defining the tests to be carried out, the entities to be measure and so-called metrics (i.e. the product or system characteristics that are most important for usability)
- Definition of the user sample: the user sample must have certain characteristics, for instance it must be large enough to have a proper statistical weight but, at the same time, not too big not to be dispersed, and it must be representative of the target market segment, in our case elderly people requiring assistance at home
- Direct observation of users performing tasks: experts define a list of tasks to execute in order to test the main product / system functionalities and properties, and observe the users in their interaction with the product / system
- Enquiries direct users: after task execution, experts directly interview the users on the basis of an ad-hoc questionnaire to collect subjective impressions (i.e. preference data) that are subjective data measuring the users’ opinions expressed about system usability with reference to satisfaction
- Collection of qualitative measurements: data collected in the previous step are analysed using appropriate correlations in order to obtain the degree of usability with a particular focus on satisfaction

For the implementation of the proposed protocol, a set of specific tasks is defined in respect with the SOs involved. At the end of the testing session, users are interviews about the level of satisfaction achieved during task execution and the preference data are expressed in form of judges according to a 5-point scale. Tests were carried out on 20 users. Figure 10 shows the post-pilot testing protocol adopted for the user satisfaction assessment. It is based on the QUEST 2.0 [15] and User Experience questionnaires [20]. Figure 11 shows the results obtained by the proposed smart home on all users (average values).

4.5 Results discussion

The case study results show how the defined smart home is able to carry out complementary functions and satisfying the different target needs. It is worth noticing that, during the analysis, we found that more than one SOs was able to carry out the same function and achieve similar performance value: in this case other factors were considered to drive the choice (cost, acceptability, easy to use, etc.). The proposed method allows identifying the most relevant SOs for the specific context of application and designing the network itself according to these priorities. The smart home architecture has been defined considering both the integration of the selected SOs and the creation of an interoperable system able to mutually control the devices and properly manage all the data.
Indeed, a central information management system need to be created and each SO requires a different connection to the communication infrastructure to deliver all the collected data and make them available to other systems (e.g. for data analysis, for user monitoring, for remote control). In addition, an appropriate logic control of the system is required but it is not treated in this paper because strictly linked to the service that has to be provided.

As far as the proposed SHS, devices were selected according to sustainability principles since Matrix 5 was finally used to choose the more sustainable smart home configuration. Furthermore, different operative
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Solutions have been tested also from a usability point of view and, also in this case, the final configuration maximized usability dimensions.

The case study demonstrated how such methodology assures contemporarily both the respect of the users’ needs and the technological constraints (e.g. cost, function availability); it finally allows achieving high levels of sustainability and satisfaction of the users’ needs.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents a methodology to support the design of an interoperable smart home enabling elderly people active aging by means of domotic and assistive functions. In particular, it allows selecting that information to be managed in order to effectively support the user needs for a specific context of application, identifying the most proper set of smart devices to be included and the necessary functions to be realized, defining the most appropriate system architecture to realize the desired functions and, finally, assessing system performances with particular attention on social and cognitive sustainability. The method validity is demonstrated by a case study focused on the definition of a smart home for elderly in the Marche Region, in Italy. The new smart home concept is sustainable as it respects the users’ requirements as well as the technological constraints and device interoperability.

The main research contributions are:

- adoption of a user-centred perspective for the definition of smart homes, which is usually a technology-driven process: the proposed method exploits Quality Functional Deployment (QFD) to correlate users’ needs and system functionalities and a User-Centred Design (UCD) approach to define the system architecture by progressively correlating the most significant aspects at each stage
- identification of a set of guidelines to drive the design of both smart objects and systems in general
- exploration of the users’ acceptability of adopted technology and users’ satisfaction
- ideation of an interoperable and multi-protocol system overcoming the standard communication protocols and technologies;
- classification of the smart objects available on the market according to a structured approach and a rigorous technological analysis
- definition of a general-purposes model, that can be easily adapted to different scopes as well as target users (it is applied to elderly but it can be easily adapted for designing smart home in different application scenarios)
- evaluation of performances achieved by the smart home as well as its cognitive and social sustainability by indicators, and easy comparison among different SHS architecture and/or configuration

Main limitations of the actual method is the effort necessary for device classification and definition of the correlation matrices with information and functionalities; in order to overcome such limits a structured database and a configuration software system for smart object and intelligent devices are under development. It could be used to validly apply the proposed method easier and faster.

Future works will be oriented to realize a wider evaluation of the performances also by quantitatively measuring. Furthermore, the designed architecture will be implemented in practice and usability tests involving final users will be carried out to assess system usability and global sustainability on practice.
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